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Chapter 16 The Duel Giant

Jaden was on one of his nightly walks/slithers. “Mmm, life is 
good!” the night sky was so clear, and the island was so 
wonderful to explore. The red dorm had become his base, and
his harem was growing nicely. “I wonder though, will they be
okay with my true form?” it was a common fear of lamias. 
“No matter, I'll make sure they love so much even when they 
know the truth they'll accept me. For now its fine.” he sighs 
and continues his slithering, when a loud explosion draws his 
attention. “I sense a duel!”

He slithers towards the noise and hears some screams. “You 
lost, so your best card is mine.” A large male covered in the 
coats of obelisk blue students stood before a groveling student
from the house of blue.

“Fine it's yours take it.” the giant male did, stashing it away.

“On your feet, your punishment isn't over.”

“Ehh?” he found out soon enough as the giant male yanked 
off the student's jacket. Bit by bit the giant male stripped the 
student and left him naked. The giant wasn't done with the 
boy yet as he easily maneuvered him and proceeded to spank 



him. His large hands struck both cheeks, again and again, 
turning the cheeks a blazing shade of red.

Once he was done spanking the student he dropped him, the 
boy landing on his sore ass with a yelp. Jaden was about to 
step in when he felt a strange pulse of energy. A flash of light 
occurred blinding Jaden as powerful magic was worked on 
the defeated male.

The naked student gasped as his endowments began to shrink,
he was pretty sizable too, his once proud 9-inch dick shrank 
down to a puny 1 incher. “No my cock what have you done to
me?” he looked around but the giant was gone. He cried 
running off into the woods and back to his dorm.

“Well, you don't see that every day.” He definitely felt the 
power of a shadow charm, but who could be the one using it?

-x-

The next day a lot of the Obelisk Blues were talking about the
Duel Giant. Not only was he playing with the ante rule, but 
they say he takes the jackets of the students he beats as 
trophies. No mentions of cock shrinking but most guys 
probably would have kept that secret if it happened to them.

Most of the Obelisk Blue students were more worried about 
losing their best cards and humiliated. Others took this attack 
on the Blue dorm as a challenge and were planning to defeat 



the Duel Giant themselves, which is how the Duel Giant 
claimed so many victims.

Jaden tried to get more information on the Duel Giant, but 
none of the Obelisk Blue's would talk to him. “Give it up 
Jaden, why do you care about this Duel Giant anyway?”

“Let's just say I have my reasons.” He knew of one Obelisk 
Blue who would talk to them. They went to Torrey's room and
were greeted by Jaden's servant.

Torrey had heard the rumors, and he gave them the basics. 
“This has everyone's panties in a bunch, some Obelisks think 
the Duel Giant is a myth and that the others were careless and
lost their cards. The others see it as a challenge, and have 
tried to take down the giant themselves, which hasn't gone 
over well,” he explains while kneeling naked before Jaden, 
his hard 4 incher twitched in want.

“Oddly enough there are several boys who were once quite 
flashy in the locker rooms have become more reserved, that 
were attacked by the Duel Giant.” He was stroking Syrus and 
Chumley's dicks as Jaden lazily stroked his own, his foot 
came forward and began to rub the boy's twitching dick.

“Not many are talking cause they don't want to get in trouble 
for playing with the ante rule, but the Obelisk Blue dorm is 
facing heat, so Crowler is pushing hard to try and crush this 
giant. He sees the loss and humiliation of his dorm more than 



the ante rule problem.” he shivers and starts to pant, his pre-
cum running over Jaden's foot.

Torrey pumps Chumley and Syrus faster using their pre-cum 
to do so, all while bucking his hips. Jaden responds in kind, 
using his toes to squeeze the boy's penis and add extra 
stimulation. “He also hasn't gone after any female students or 
any of the year 3 students like Zane.”

“Ahh!”

“Ohh!” Syrus and Chumley moan as they cum, their hot seed 
spraying into Torrey's face, the boy shivered in delight but 
didn't cum. His penis twitching heatedly against Jaden's foot.

“That's all I know,” he pants.

Jaden smiles. “Excellent work,” he pets his head, waves of 
delight washing through Torrey. “I think you've earned a 
reward.” he wags his twin big dicks.

Torrey scrambles up and climbs into Jaden's lap. “I've been 
training myself each day, I'm ready.” Jaden checked his 
readiness finding the boy's hole quite pliable. He smiles and 
praises him.

He takes one of his cocks and lines it up with the boy's 
stretched hole, his manhood slicked up with pre-cum. His first
cock slides in, as his second slides between his legs, rubbing 
against his perineum, balls, and cock! Torrey couldn't hold 



back and came, his cum spraying all over Jaden's long dick, 
as his insides tightened around the first.

Jaden starts to move to create glorious friction inside and out. 
“Ah ahh ahh ahh master!” he moans, feeling Jaden's dick 
stretch him wide and deep. He was seeing stars, loving the 
stretch in his belly. Back and forth, back and forth, delicious 
friction that had Torrey's mouth watering. The boy had hearts 
in his eyes as another orgasm built up inside him.

Syrus and Chumley weren't idle either, the show before them 
stirring their loins. They began to fap to their love making, 
knowing all too well the feelings and sensations Torrey was 
enjoying. One hand played with their cocks, the other was 
playing with their respective holes. They watched as Jaden's 
dick fucked Torrey, making his stomach bulge, while his 
second dick continued to rub against the boy's smaller cock 
and balls.

Jaden's hands came around and began toying with Torrey's 
perky nipples, he pinches and flicked the perfect buds, 
sending strong bursts of pleasure straight down to his pulsing 
dick. “Ahh master, I'm gonna cum!” he moans, body 
trembling.

This only promoted Jaden's actions, pinching the boy's 
nipples and driving into him faster, changing from long 
thrusts to shorter thrusts. Torrey was thrust over the edge and 



he came blowing a second load all over Jaden's second cock. 
His clenching heat pulled Jaden over the edge, his twin dicks 
cumming in unison. One spraying semen all over Torrey, 
while the other pumped him full of cum.

Syrus and Chumley found their respective climaxes and came
all over Torrey, adding to the mix of cum over his body. From
head to toe, he was covered in rich man milk. Torrey was 
blissing out, the hot cum marking his skin made his body 
tingle, his insides marked by his master's cum.

“Thank you for the information,” Jaden says, and kisses the 
boy, tasting Chumley's and Sy's cum on his lips. Torrey 
moaned into the kiss. The kiss started gentle, growing more 
passionate as the minutes ticked by. Torrey felt so good he 
ended up cumming again.

“Happy to serve Jaden-sama!” they got o use Torrey's private 
bathroom to clean up, and they redressed. Torrey promised he
would let them know, if any new information came up, but 
Jaden told him not to go looking for the giant himself.

-x-

Crowler was indeed pissed, his dorm was being made a fool 
of, he needed someone to bring this giant down. He spotted 
Jaden, Syrus, and Chumley walking around in the Blue 
Dorms. 'What is that lot doing here? Wait...this is perfect I 
can use Jaden. Even if he brings down the giant I can have 



him expelled for playing with the ante rule.' he chuckles at his
brilliance. “Oh Jaden!” he calls.

“He's happy to see us, something is up!” Syrus points out.

“How would you boys like no homework for the rest of the 
year.”

“I like grilled cheese but I'm wary of who's serving it.” 
Chumley points out.

“Have you boys heard of the duel giant?” he asks.

“Yeah, he's the guy who's kicking your dorm's butt.” Crowler 
flinched and fought back a frown.

“Yes quite, I'm willing to offer the three of you no homework 
for the rest of the year, in exchange, you take down the Duel 
Giant, do we have a deal?”

“Not quite, forget the no homework thing, instead, I want you
to improve an increase in the Red Dorm's budget, and not for 
taking down the giant, but solving the mystery of the giant.”

“Hmm?”

Jaden smiles and folds his arms behind his head. “The way I 
hear it some of your students don't believe this giant exists 
and that they simply lost their cards. If this turns out to be 
true, I don't want you going back on the deal.”



“Fine, but only if the rare cards that were missing are found 
and returned to the owners,” he says and stomps off. 'Where 
did he get that information.'

-x-

Locating the giant wasn't going well, if not for Jaden seeing 
him with his own eyes did he know it was real. The group 
took a break and saw a duel going on, it was an Obelisk Blue 
student against a smaller boy from Ra Yellow.

Jaden's eyes flashed gold as he looked at the boy's hand. 'He's 
got Earthquake, that card will earn his victory. He just has to 
play it and he wins.' He thinks.

The boy was named Brier, he made it into Ra Yellow because 
of his dueling skills, but when it came down to the duel 
itself…

'Come on Brier, just one more move and its all over.' he 
thinks, but soon got distracted as his opponent began to mess 
with him, taunting him and insulting him, and his comrades 
were also digging into him.

“Hurry up shrimp, are you slow as well as short.”

“We don't have all day, shrimpy make a move!” his friends 
shouted.

“I uh I'll...”



“One two three let's go make a move you are going too 
slow!” Brier flinched.

“I'll attack!” he says, and his monster does.

“What?!” Jaden gasped.

Brier walked right into a trap, literally, the Blue student left 
the trap card Reinforcements which increased his monster's 
attack and winning the duel for him. Brier slumps down in 
defeat.

“Hey look he's even smaller now.” they laughed and walked 
off. Brier got a wicked look on his face, as anger fueled him. 
Jaden felt the waves of negative emotions.

'I felt that.' The boy met up with a taller male, who certainly 
could pass as the duel giant. Jaden went to Bastian for the 
details on the two Ra Yellows.

“Brier? He's a good duelist but suffers from massive stage 
fright, and he makes mistakes.”

“What about the big guy?” Jaden points him out.

“Beauregard? He's no Duel Giant, he actually got into the 
school on a game developing scholarship. He's here to design 
games not play duel monsters.”

“Hmm?” Jaden ponders.

“What are you thinking Jaden?” Syrus asked.



“I think I got a lead.”

He follows the two and sees as Brier was being mocked for 
being small, Beauregard was mocked for being huge. Jaden 
could see the boy was a gentle giant, and Brier was doing his 
best to avoid conflict, but the words of others were reflecting 
heavily on him, stroking the flames of rage. He noticed one 
other thing, but that wasn't important right now.

-x-

The boys had a stake out, and found the boy that had dueled 
Brier earlier that day, stripped, red assed, and his cock shrunk.
“There he is!” Syrus pointed out.

The trio chased after him until he was cornered. Jaden 
challenged him to a duel. Jaden put his whole deck up to get 
back all the cards the blue duelists lost.

The giant was using an orc and goblin deck, and while he 
thought he had an advantage with his Giant Orc and his 
Second Goblin combo, Second Goblin able to equip itself to 
Giant Orc and keep it in attack mode.

“You should know, that Orc's and Goblin's know not to step 
foot in a Lamia's Jungle!” Jaden says and plays his field spell.
He summons Lamia Sister #1, the effect of Lamia Jungle 
activating letting him destroy a spell or trap on the field and 
thanks to Second Goblin's ability it qualified.



One Goblin down, and with the double power-up Lamia 
Sister # 1 getting a boost from her effect of 400 points, and 
another boost from Lamia's Jungle of 600 points she had 
enough power to blast the giant orc.

The explosion from giant orc's destruction knocked the giant 
back to reveal Beauregard. Brier came out wearing a headset 
and wearing what looked to be a watch charm, it was more 
like a band with a shifting ring that acted as a magnifying 
glass. “So you two are the Duel Giant!” Syrus gasped.

Brier huffed. “We won't be taken in without a fight.” his 
charm glowed.

'Oh no you don't, I'm ready for you this time.' Jaden countered
his charm with his own forcing it to deactivate.

“How?” Brier gasped.

“If you mean how did I know it was you, I felt your anger 
back in the duel arena and again the hall way, plus I can tell 
your skills from that duel.”

“But I lost that duel.” Jaden shook his head.

“I saw your hand, you could have won in a number of ways 
but you froze from stage fright.” he raised his hand to hold up
to fingers. “How I stopped your shadow charm, you are a 
beginner you do not know how to use your charm freely 
enough to compete with me.”



“Please its not his fault, we just couldn't take it anymore, we 
made the blue students who mocked us get a taste of some 
payback. If you have to turn us in, take me instead.”

“Whoa easy guys, I'm not taking anyone in...yet, first I want 
to finish our duel, out in the open.”

“Fine, but I don't intend to lose.” Despite Brier showing 
confidence and skill, Jaden didn't go easy on them. The 
lamias crushed the goblins and orcs, and the victory fell to 
Jaden. “So are you gonna turn us into Crowler?” he asked.

“No, I'm not, I do however want you to hand over your 
charm.” Brier gasped.

“But...with this, I'm stronger, with this I'm better! I can't go 
back to being little Brier!” he began to tear up, “They mocked
me for being small so I made them small!” Jaden put a hand 
on his shoulder, people could be cruel, you could be the best 
looking guy in the world, and you could still find someone to 
insult you. His sisters had found many humans who felt they 
weren't worthy because of this, wasn't this, wasn't that, but 
that nonsense was meaningless to a lamia.

“You don't need this, you are very skilled, you fought your 
heart out, you may have lost but you didn't give into stage 
fright. If we dueled again you might have won, but win or 
lose tell me honestly, it was fun right?” Brier blushed but 
nodded.



He took the charm off and gave it to Jaden. “Thanks, Jaden, 
you can turn us in now, I'm ready to face my punishment.” 
Beauregard put a hand on his shoulder, and Brier touched his 
hand.

“I'm not turning you in,” Jaden says. Syrus thought Jaden was
gonna take them both into his harem. He wouldn't object 
since they seemed like good guys. “You guys have gotten a 
raw deal, but I have a feeling things are gonna get better for 
you, the both of you.” he took the cards and jackets back. “I 
have a plan, I just wanted to duel you out in the open, and 
now that I have I think you both will be fine if you stick 
together.”

“But Jaden won't Crowler cut the extra funding now?”

“I told you I got a plan right? Trust me, the mystery of the 
duel giant is solved.” he smiled.

“One thing though, why didn't you invite Brier or Beauregard 
to join the harem?” Chumley asked.

“Well if they wanted to play with us, but I have a policy of 
not splitting up a couple.” It was a lamia's policy.

“Couple?” Syrus and Chumley looked at each other. Jaden 
had eyes and could see the powerful bond of love between the
two, it wasn't connected but maybe that would change.

-x-



Brier has lacked confidence for awhile, but dueling Jaden 
made him see if there was something he wanted he should go 
for it. “Beauregard, I uh, I love you!” he confessed.

“You finally said it.” he teared up and kissed the smaller 
male. “I love you too!” They returned to the Ra Yellow Dorm,
to consummate their feelings. Clothing was removed, as the 
two shared more kisses.

Brier may have been short but he was all man below the waist
packing 10 inches of thick man meat. While Beauregard may 
have been big and intimidating, he was a size queen. After a 
bit of foreplay, the larger male was getting fucked into his 
mattress, Brier groping his plump ass as he fed him all 10 
inches. His fat 5 incher twitching and pulsing with every 
thrust. “Brier ahh fuck me, so big!”

“So tight, I've wanted to do this for ages!” The bed creaked 
with Brier's powerful thrusts.

“Me too, please faster!” Brier obeyed, shorting his thrusts but 
increasing his pace, his cock grinding his sweet spot in the 
best ways. The larger male was drooling, he was close so he 
reached down and began playing with his heavy cock. The 
two came together, Beauregard rolled them over and pulling 
Brier to him for a heavy make-out session, his spent cock 
leaving his gaping hole, a sea of cum leaving him. They each 
had a dream for the future, and they had each other, that was 



more than enough. Brier swore he would stand up to the Blue 
dorm, with his dueling skills, and his friend now lover swore 
to stand up for himself more, he also saw he needed to be 
more confident. If things got tough they also had friends to 
turn to as well.

Brier cuddled up to his lover, and the two had the best sleep 
they had since coming here.

-x-

Jaden waited till Syrus and Chumley went to bed before 
heading out. “This charm isn't like anything I've studied but it
seems to have the power of the Spell Card Shrink as a base.” 
Brier had told him he had found it when he was hiding from 
some bullies. When he touched it he seemed to know what it 
could do. Thus was the power of most shadow charms, how 
far their powers went depending on the owner. Jaden didn't 
like it, and felt this charm was too dangerous to exist.

He crushed it with his lamia strength, breaking its magic, 
restoring the men to normal. “If there are other shadow 
charms out there, ones not in the book of shadows, who else 
could be wielding them.” Jaden sighed. He returned the cards 
and jackets to their owners slipping the rare card in the 
respective pockets. He matched the owner's scents.

His plan worked, the duel giant became a hoax as all the cards
were recovered along with the jackets. Crowler scolded the 



duelists for being so careless and causing such a fuss. Those 
that had their cocks shrank did learn a lesson if they become 
better people or not who's to say. Even lessons in humility 
don't always stick.

Crowler was fuming, he had to honor his promise and 
increase the Red Dorm's Budget. 'First, the cards were lost 
now they were found, first there was a duel giant now there's 
not, I feel like I've been made a fool!' he growled in 
frustration.

To be continued...Chap 17 Maiden in Love



Chapter 17 Maiden In Love

The Slifer dorm was enjoying their new budget, they were 
able to get more of a decent meal. Banner was even able to 
order some much-needed repairs. With their duel field, hot 
spring, working appliances, and now a stronger budget things 
were looking up for the red dorm. While the red students were
quite pleased and enjoying their new perks, Jaden was a bit 
more reserved.

He couldn’t shake the thought of other shadow charms out of 
his mind. ‘The other shadow charms...the abandoned 
dorm...the missing students...I feel there is something 
connecting these things together what is it?’ he thought.

“Everything alright Jaden?” the boy jumped as Banner 
touched his shoulder. “Forgive me, I didn’t mean to startle 
you.”

“Oh it’s okay, I was just lost in thought.” he chuckled. ‘Man I 
must have been out of it, I didn’t sense him at all.’

“Is something on your mind?” Banner sat across from him. 
Jaden was a bit hesitant, talking about shadow charms and 
magic to the wrong person might get him in a touch of 
trouble.



“Hmm, you could say worried about the future I guess. I feel 
like something is coming, do you ever have that feeling?”

“Like excitement, or anticipation. I suppose as duelists we all 
get that feeling.” he smiled. “But you can’t let worrying about
the future distract you from the present.”

“You are right, I might be worrying for nothing.”

“A little worry can go a long way, but its best not to let 
yourself get consumed by it,” he stands up. “If you have any 
troubles, please don’t hesitate to come to me.”

“I’ll do that, thanks, Professor.” Banner smiled at him.

“You’ve certainly changed the Red Dorm around for the best, 
I’ve not seen the red students so happy in a long time, and 
their grades have greatly improved too.”

“I’m glad.”

“You have my thanks Jaden,” he walked off. “I’m expecting 
even more big things from you.”

“Sure thing,” Jaden waved him off. Banner’s words did make 
him feel a touch better, and what was the point worrying 
about the future. He had a harem to look after, after all. ‘If 
any of those Shadow Charms do surface we’ll handle them 
properly.’

-x-



Little did Jaden know a new shadow charm was already on its
way to the island. Someone known as Blair arrived on 
Academy Island, they had gained access due to impressive 
dueling skills and was able to transfer to the academy. 
However, Academics was not what Blair was after.

Banner introduced Blair to the Slifer Dorm. They were a bit 
shy, hiding behind Banner. “Hello...” he said shyly.

“What do you think Jaden?” Syrus asked.

“About what?” It was lunchtime so Jaden was eating.

“About the new guy.” Jaden looks over, and his eyes narrow. 
He felt a similar pulse of energy.

‘No way could he have a shadow charm?’ The energy was 
faint, so maybe he was just under the effect of a shadow 
charm. “Hey there, welcome to the Slifer dorm.”

“But Jaden, this isn’t Blair’s dorm, all transfer students start 
at Slifer but with Blair’s skills he’ll be in Ra Yellow soon.”

“Oh, I see, well until then you are one of us. Welcome!” 
Jaden smiled. Blair blushed and hid more behind Banner.

“Would you be so kind, as to let Blair stay in your room?” 
Banner asked.

“Uhh sure, I suppose.” Jaden comes up to Blair. “Let me 
show you around.”



“We are in!” Syrus said. The group of Jaden, Syrus, and 
Chumley show Blair around.

“This place is nicer than I thought it’d be,” Blair said.

“We’ve has some improvements,” Jaden said showing Blair 
their room, there was already a bed made. It was for Bastion, 
Torrey, or Harrington, but it’d be good for Blair.

“How about we celebrate your arrival with some bonding in 
the hot spring?”

Blair blushed, “I uh don’t think so.”

“I see, well...” A knock came to the door. Jaden answered it. 
Bastion stood at the door carrying a towel and some bathing 
supplies. “Hey, Bastion!” Jaden smiled.

“Greetings chaps, who’s this?”

‘What’s a Ra Yellow duelist doing here?’ Blair thinks.

“Blair, they are the new transfer student,” Syrus explained.

“I see, will he be joining us for the bath?”

“Nah, they aren’t interested.” Jaden pulled off his jacket and 
shirt. Blair’s face went red. “Let’s go guys.” In an instant all 
the guys began to strip, Blair’s face went red, and they peeked
through their fingers. They donned their towels and headed 
out. “See you around Blair.” They left Blair to unpack their 
things.



“What is with them, honestly...” Blair reached into their 
pocket and pulled out a ring. ‘With this, my deepest wish will 
come true.’ The ring was a shadow charm, but its signature 
was weak unless worn.

-x-

After some manly bonding in the baths, the boys got dressed 
and gathered for an assembly. Sheppard appeared on the big 
screen. “Greetings students, as some of you may know, our 
duel with North Academy is coming up.” They were the 
biggest rival of Duel Academy. There was North, South, East,
and West Academy, with Duel Academy Island smack dab in 
the center. “Last year, Zane, our student rep, beat them good!”
he smiled. “And this year I want to beat them again.”

Blair looked over and saw Zane standing among the Obelisk 
Blue students. “Hey, Blair! Didja know Zane’s my big 
brother?”

“Really?!”

“Yeah, he’s pretty cool, but mom says I got the looks,” Syrus 
said, and Jaden ruffled his hair.

“We haven’t decided on who will be representing us this year,
but focus on your school work and train hard and it just might
be you,” Sheppard said. “It is a high honor! Don’t let us 
down.” He signed off.



Jaden was excited. He’d love for the chance to be the rep for 
the school duel. The chance to duel new students, he was 
getting fired up.

“It could be any of us, but it’ll probably be my brother. He’s 
the strongest duelist in the third year class.”

“Yeah, a man like that his skills are truly amazing. I took him 
on head on and I was lucky it ended in a draw.”

“You dueled Zane!” Blair gasped.

“Sure did, I’ll admit he was super cool, if he gets picked as 
the rep it’ll be a fun duel to see.” While the boy’s walked off, 
Blair slipped away.

They followed Zane and waited for him to be alone. Once he 
was, they slipped on the ring. It’s magic reacted and pulsed.

Jaden’s eyes flashed gold, sensing shadow magic. ‘Oh no!’ he
looked around. “Guys, where is Blair?”

“Dunno looks like he left us.”

“I think we need to find them,” Jaden said. He used his 
shadow charm and scattered some invisible energy snakes to 
try and find them.

Back with Blair and Zane...

“Zane, I’m sure you don’t remember me, but I saw you duel 
back at nationals.”



“Is that so, it's nice to see you.” he gave a polite bow and 
went to leave.

“Wait, you don’t understand, you see I...” they smiled. “I 
thought you were so strong and cool when you dueled, and 
you are so handsome and smart too. You see Zane, I’m in love
with you!” Blair’s ring glowed.

Zane took a step back caught off guard by the light. ‘This ring
was made from the magic of the spell card Cupid’s Kiss, it’s 
activation requires the user to confess their love, now then!’ 
Blair aimed the ring at Zane, a pink heart appeared above it 
and they shot it like an arrow.

It struck Zane and spread pink energy over his body. Zane 
gasped and his body became flushed. His heart began to race. 
‘Now then, Zane will now confess his feelings, and when 
they match my own, he’ll belong to me forever!’ What Blair 
didn’t realize is their ring draws out feelings one might be 
suppressing or holding back, it can’t create feelings of love. It
was true if Zane did love Blair, the shadow charm would have
made him her slave.

Zane had hearts in his eyes, as thoughts of his crush erupted 
to the surface. “My love...” Blair got all giggly.

“Now Zane, hold me in your arms and let's get married.” they
jumped for him, but Zane ran right past Blair, making them 



fall flat on their face. “Wha...what happened?” they ran after 
Zane, quickly pocketing the charm.

With Jaden…

‘Now the shadow magic signal has faded, what is going on, 
am I being paranoid?’ he was outside in the schoolyard, he 
saw Syrus and Chumley asking other students if they’ve seen 
Blair.

Zane came running out of the building. “Jaden Yuki!” he 
shouted, drawing everyone’s attention.

“Zane? What’s up.” the tall male walked over to Jaden with a 
serious look on his face.

“Jaden, I’m in love with you!” he declared in front of 
everyone! Jaden blinked, Syrus and Chumley’s jaws dropped.
Blair who came out right in time for the confession turned 
ghostly pale. Zane got down on one knee, and took Jaden’s 
hand and kissed it. “Please let me become your boyfriend!”

“Oh whoa,” Jaden facepalmed. ‘This has the smell of shadow 
magic written all over it.’ It hurt but he had to say no, he liked
Zane and even wanted him to be in the harem, but he had no 
idea what kind of spell he was under. ‘On the other hand.’ he 
looked around and saw a lot of Obelisk blue students glaring 
daggers at Jaden. ‘I can’t turn him down in front of everyone 
either.’



He wondered what his sisters would do. ‘If he’s under a spell,
I can’t hurt him, I must take responsibility.’ Jaden took a deep
breath and sighed. “I’d love to be your boyfriend Zane.” the 
look on the boy’s face was priceless, he smiled. He was so 
happy!

Zane stood up and smiled. “Yes!” he cheered, he pulled Jaden
into a hug and gave him a kiss.

“I haven’t seen my brother that happy since he first started 
playing duel monsters. He got so serious when he got older, 
saying he didn’t have time for distractions if he was gonna be 
the best.” He wanted Zane to be happy, and he also wanted to 
see Jaden fuck his brother silly.

The rest of the day was an interesting one. Zane would walk 
Jaden to class, holding his hand, stunning everyone they 
passed in shock. No one had seen Zane show any affection for
anyone male or female. So to see him holding hands with a 
guy, wasn’t as much of a shock as seeing him hold hands with
a Slifer red. They didn’t share classes so Zane would give 
Jaden a kiss before heading to his class.

In study hall, Zane found Jaden and helped him actually 
study. Crowler was losing his shit, which was kind of 
entertaining. ‘What is Zane doing with that slacker?’ he was 
in tears, ripping his handkerchief.



“Jaden, are you gonna take my brother into the harem?” Syrus
asked.

“It’s hard to explain Sy, let’s just say your brother isn’t 
himself right now. I’m looking after him until I can find who 
dosed him.”

“Really? He looks really happy. I trust you though, I know 
you’ll take care of my brother too.” Jaden smiled and kissed 
Syrus.

Zane walked in and saw them. Syrus gasped, feeling a strange
surge of emotion as Zane approached them. “Jaden, I uh...is it
weird that I like seeing you and Syrus together?”

“What?” Syrus gasped.

“It’s weird, right? I actually get excited thinking about you 
two together, and Syrus watching us together. No matter how 
much I push these thoughts down, they keep coming back 
up.” Jaden hugged him.

“It’s not weird, you are a good guy Zane,” he rubbed his back.
“Come on, let’s have some bonding at the bathhouse.”

Zane smiled. “I’d like that.”

-x-

The boys hit the red bathhouse. Zane took off his clothes 
gaining some Wows, he was jacked, and his cock was a solid 
10 inches, bigger than Syrus thought he’d be. Zane was also 



amazed at Jaden’s double d’s, feeling his own manhood pulse 
to life. They got in position...

Syrus was washing Chumley’s back, Jaden was washing 
Syrus’ back, and Zane was washing Jaden’s back. This was 
something Zane had not experienced in a long time. Syrus 
and he had visited bathhouses as kids, and they were nice, but
since coming to Duel Academy he visited the Obelisk Bath 
House but he was alone. He eventually switched to using his 
own private shower.

He smiled as he washed Jaden’s back, he could feel Jaden’s 
muscles, he caressed his shoulders, across his blades, down 
his spine and felt up his lower back. ‘He’s so sexy.’

“Okay switch!” the boys turned around, and Zane got face to 
face with Jaden’s dicks for a moment. The manly musk hit 
him and sent a shiver down his spine, and a jolt down to his 
penis.

He turned around and began washing his front, ignoring the 
pulse in his cock. Jaden started washing his back, massaging 
his tense muscles. ‘Zane, I’m sure you are under a spell of a 
shadow charm, I want you to become one of my mates, but if 
I break this spell I don’t want you to regret this. So I will not 
claim you now, but I want to make you feel good.’

Jaden began to massage Zane, loosening him up, the older 
boy leaned back against him. The lamia’s hands came around,



one hand going to Zane’s hard on, and the other fondles his 
balls. “Ahhh!”

A blush spread across his cheeks. “J-Jaden!” his head rolled 
back and rested on Jaden’s shoulder.

“So sensitive, poor guy do you not touch yourself?” he 
pumped him, causing his foreskin to slide back and forth 
against the sensitive tip.

“I...I don’t...” he confessed.

“Do you want to be taken Zane?” he stroked him faster.

He licked his lips and gulped. “I...I...I do! I’ve been dreaming
about it, it’s so embarrassing.”

“Not at all, if that’s how you feel there is nothing wrong with 
that. Wanting to be dominated isn’t embarrassing at all.” He 
kissed Zane’s neck.

Zane felt a huge weight lifted off his shoulders, and he 
bucked into Jaden’s grasp. He came hard, blowing his load all
over himself, and Jaden’s hands. ‘So thick!’ he got a taste of 
Zane’s semen, it was so thick and rich. “Mmm,” he licked his 
lips.

The boys rinsed off and got in the bath. They each let out a 
satisfied sigh. “This is nice!” Jaden held both Syrus and Zane,
the two relaxing against him.



It got late and Jaden got out of the bath first. “Sy, you found a
really good man.” Syrus smiled at him.

“So did you.” Zane smiled back at him.

-x-

Jaden’s milk break was interrupted as he felt the pulse of a 
shadow charm. He stepped out and found Blair waiting for 
him, she wasn’t hiding her gender any longer, her hair was 
down and her shadow charm was out. “Give Zane back to me.
He’s mine!” she aimed the ring at him.

“So you are the one who messed with Zane.”

“He was supposed to love me, and only me!” she fired a heart
from her ring, but unlike Zane, Jaden was able to deflect it 
with his own shadow magic. “I will make him mine!” she 
launched a volley of hearts, but Jaden conjured energy snakes
that either blocked them or ate them.

“What about Zane’s feelings, don’t you care how he feels?” 
Jaden hissed.

“Zane loves me, we’ll be perfect together, if you would just 
disappear we can get married.” her anger and frustration 
began to feed the shadows, Blair’s clothing changed into a 
black wedding dress. “Feel the power of my love!” she fired a
burning heart at Jaden.



Jaden dodged it easily. “Enough!” he used his snakes to bind 
Blair. She struggled but the snakes simply tightened on her. 
“You can’t use dirty tricks to force love! Even a lamia all our 
gifts all our techniques we can plant the seed, help cultivate 
feelings that are there, we can even play games of lust, but 
love is much deeper than that.”

“What are you talking about?” she didn’t get the whole lamia 
thing. 

“Listen to me, I believe you like Zane, but you can’t force 
him to love you.” he places a hand on her shoulder and used 
his power to suppress hers.

“This ring gives me that power!” she snapped.

“No it doesn’t,” his eyes turned snake-like and he analyzed it.
“This gives you the power of a cupid, your arrows can only 
draw out the love that’s there.” Jaden breathed a sigh of relief,
so Zane had feelings for him.

“But he loves me, I know he does!” she snapped, her power 
erupted breaking the snakes. She attacked Jaden forcing him 
to not hold back on her, his power overwhelmed hers and her 
ring was destroyed.

The overflow of power knocked Blair out. Jaden sighed. 
“Jaden?” Zane came out, wearing nothing but a towel. He 
was rubbing his head.



“Hey Zane, feeling better?” he smiled at the taller bluenette. 

“Did I...did I really confess to you in the courtyard?” 
everything was fuzzy, things coming back to him bit by bit. 
His face grew red. “Oh lord, what happened?” He couldn’t 
believe what he had done, and yet from these memories he 
legit felt happy. 

“Would you believe me, if I told you were placed under a 
magic spell, would you believe me?” Jaden looked at him all 
seriousness in his eyes.

“Is this about shadow charms?” Jaden’s eyes widened.

“You know about shadow charms?” Zane nodded.

“There was a class about them and the millennium items. I 
thought they were only rumor and superstition spread by the 
King of Games having the Millennium Puzzle.” If Zane had 
this much knowledge, Jaden decided to talk about what he’s 
found. So Jaden told him what Blair did, and what her 
shadow charm did. Zane blushed.

“I’ve read about a few shadow charms myself, but I’ve never 
seen charms like these.” he told him about the shrinking 
incident. 

“That does explain some of the few strange going-ons.” He 
rubbed the back of his head. “It is hard to believe, but in my 
three years here, I have seen some strange things.” 



It was nice that Zane believed him, but this led to the bigger 
question that was hanging in the air. “So what do we do?”

“That’s up to you Zane, I like you and would love to have you
in the harem, but I want that to be your choice when you’re 
ready.” Jaden frowned. “Or I can work a little magic, and 
everyone will forget even you.” Zane stared at Jaden in shock.
It was clear to him that Jaden had some knowledge of this 
shadow magic, since he defeated Blair somehow and freed 
him. 

“But you’ll still remember?” Jaden nodded. 

“Afraid so, but I’ll keep it a secret and I won’t bother you.” 
Zane shook his head.

“No, you took good care of me when I was under the spell, 
you are a good guy Jaden. In another time and place, I’d join 
your harem, but I keep thinking about the future right now. 
I’m just so close...after this year, I’m going to be going pro.” 
he balled his hands into fists, this was a hard decision, his 
head wanted to focus on going pro, but his heart wanted to be 
with Jaden. 

“I know, and that’s okay.” Zane put his hands on his shoulder.

“Jaden, I want you to know, I do love you.” Jaden smiled and 
pulled him in close. 

“I love you too.” the two kissed.



Blair came to, groaning as her head began to clear. “What...  
where am I?” she looked around and spotted Zane and Jaden, 
naked except for towels, and kissing! She got a nosebleed and
passed out. ‘Too hot!’ her head was spinning.

-x-

The next day, Blair was sent home, Syrus was shocked to find
out she was a girl. Jaden knew since he could tell by her 
scent. She bore no more hard feelings and didn’t even miss 
her shadow charm, but it seems she hadn’t given up on Zane. 
Now she loved both Zane and Jaden, much to their dismay. 
Jaden did ask her where she got the charm, she claimed it was
sent to her but she didn’t know who it was. 

Zane held an announcement, he had come up with a plan as to
keep the door open for their relationship and not half to erase 
any memories. “Yesterday, some of you may have seen Jaden 
and I starting a relationship. We have decided to end things 
for now, so I can focus on my future. My first love is 
dueling!” The blue dorm cheered. No one even cared Zane 
mentioned for now.

Jaden gave a soft smile, he wanted Zane to be happy, and the 
guy wanted to focus on building up his pro career. Syrus took 
his hand and held, and Chumley took the other. He smiled, it 
wasn’t as if this was the end.



Jaden and Zane made a promise, that at the end of the year 
the two would duel. Should Jaden win, Zane would join the 
harem, if he didn’t Zane would carry on to the pro circuit 
without distraction.

Zane looked at the trio and felt a pang of want in his chest. He
wanted to be with Jaden, right now, but he picked his path and
he was gonna stick with it. That didn’t mean he didn’t change 
from this, in his alone time after studying Zane took a break 
and touched himself. His memories of Jaden and him 
together, the bond they shared even among the other guys in 
the harem.

He made sure his doors were locked, and balcony closed 
before he stripped naked. Just thinking about what Jaden did 
to him in the Slifer bathhouse had him hard and wanting. He 
got in bed, and began pumping his hard cock with one hand, 
and playing with his nipple with the other.

Zane had seen it in an adult book when he was a tad younger 
than he was now. At first the nipple play just lightly tickled, 
but as he slowly worked himself over, his body got hotter, and
surges of pleasure was racing to his cock. 

His heart began to race, a strong excitement spreading 
through him. ‘Jaden...ohh Jaden!’ he went slow at first, 
growing faster as more pre-cum spilled out. He didn’t expect 
his cock to make such sinful noises as the foreskin danced 



back and forth around the sensitive cock head. When he was 
close to erupting he was pumping his cock so fast his balls 
were bouncing. “Ah ahhh!” 

Zane’s hand left his nipple, and he pulled the foreskin back, 
allowing his now free hand began rubbing the sensitive tip, 
teasing him a way that tipped him over the edge.  

“Jaden!” he howled as he came. It wasn’t as powerful as in 
the bathhouse but it felt so good. Zane’s face, neck, pecs, and 
abs were covered in his cum. He lay there, panting, covered 
in cum, as he rode out the last of his orgasm. His cock 
softened into a semi erect state. He knew about Jaden’s 
double dicks but he didn’t play with his ass, that was 
something he wanted to save special for Jaden. 

He got up to shower alone and crawl into bed naked, not 
bothering to slip under the covers. A pair of golden eyes 
would watch him, his balcony would unlock and a snake tail 
would slither into his room and tuck Zane in. The moves were
so swift and light the male didn’t even stir, simply cuddled 
into the blankets. “Good night Zane,” Jaden whispered before
heading back to the red dorm.

To be continued...Copy Cat



Chapter 18 Copy Cat

Duel Academy was abuzz with news, it appears the King of 
Game’s deck was going on tour, with all the favorite hits, 
minus the Egyptian God Cards. It was such a big event, 
tickets were selling out fast. Not only that the card shack was 
decked out in Yugi posters, posters of the Dark Magician and 
Dark Magician Girl. There was merchandise that was gonna 
be offered and more. The card shack was packed as Jaden 
approached the massive sea of people. He managed to slip 
past the mass of students and stood next to Bastion. “What’s 
going?”

“A duel, Yugi’s deck is going on tour, and the last ticket is 
being dueled over.” Syrus stood across a Ra Yellow duelist. 
The boy was named Dimitri, and oddly enough he was 
imitating Doctor Crowler.

“And now young scholar I use Heavy Storm, to clear the 
field.” The spell card destroyed two of Dimitri’s face downs 
and cleared Syrus’ field of face downs.

“I remember this move.” Jaden gasped.

“That’s right, Dimitri is copying Crowler’s deck, and is using 
the same methods he used in your duel.” Bastion pointed out.



Dimitri sacrificed the wicked tokens and summoned Ancient 
Gear Golem. He had it attack Syrus’ Jetroid, which allows 
Syrus to activate its effect. Syrus had the Trap Card in his 
hand known as Magic Cylinder, and thanks to his monster’s 
power he was able to activate it from his hand.

Ancient Gear Golem’s attack negated and was thrown back at
Dimitri and dropping his life points down to 0. Syrus won!

“That’s game!” Syrus cheered. Jaden smiled, the boy had 
gained so much confidence. He dueled calmly and focusing 
on his cards effects, working them with his spell and trap 
cards.

Syrus went over to shake Dimitri’s hand, but the boy didn’t 
take it. “Syrus, here’s your ticket.” Miss Dorothy said, the 
boy went over and got it.

“Great job Syrus, shame you couldn’t win two tickets,” Jaden 
said wanting to go.

“Two tickets did you want to invite someone else?” Syrus 
revealed he already bought his own ticket. “I won this one for
you!” Jaden blushed, he hugged the boy and kissed him 
lovingly. Syrus wrapped his arms around his neck and hugged
him back.

As for Dimitri, the Obelisk and Ra yellow students began to 
mock him for his failure. “Another loss for Dimitri.”



“What a joke, losing to a Slifer Red student.”

“He’s a disgrace to Ra Yellow, when is he gonna be demoted 
already.”

“It’s gotta be soon, no matter who he copies he always loses.”
The crowd dispersed, leaving Bastion.

“Well, I think that’s the worst of it.” Dimitri punched the 
ground.

“Sure until the next time I lose!” he got up. “Well I’ve had 
it!” he ran off.

Bastion felt bad, Dimitri was smart, he was able to study 
various formulas to match various deck builds. The problem 
was he relied too heavily on that person’s deck. Which was 
how he lost today, Syrus kept his trap card in his hand cause 
he knew Dimitri was setting up the Heavy Storm Wicked 
Token combo to summon Ancient Gear Golem. It wasn’t 
impossible for someone to use a certain card or archetype like
someone else, but they still had to make it their own. Dimitri 
didn’t have a passion for the decks he copied, he relied on the 
person he copied for power and didn’t put himself in the deck.

-x-

It wasn’t like Dimitri didn’t like a certain card. His favorite 
card was the card Copycat. People mocked him saying his 
card wasn’t enough to build a proper deck around. So he tried



to copy the greatest duelists, Kaiba, Zane, even Doctor 
Crowler. All his good test scores meant nothing if he kept 
failing in duels.

He looked at his favorite card Copycat, one last time before 
putting it away. ‘I can’t win by simply copying other duelists. 
I’ll have to become them!’ he put the card away and opened 
the drawer. Inside was a strange blue and brown mask, it had 
two jewels one in the forehead and a second in the chin, the 
face was a yellow palm with a red eye in the center. “With 
this power, I’ll become the King of Games!” He put on the 
mask, the shadow charm awakening. It fed off of Dimitri’s 
negative emotions, his rage, his desire, and his despair.

-x-

Jaden’s eyes widened. He’s been staring at his Winged 
Kuriboh card for awhile when he felt the pulse of a shadow 
charm. ‘Another shadow charm?’ he felt his own charm 
resonate and even got a coo from Winged Kuriboh.

“What’s wrong Jaden?” Syrus asked, his voice hot.

Jaden turned and smiled at the trio. Harrington was acting like
the proper pet, getting spit-roasted by Syrus and Chumley. 
Syrus was pounding his ass, and Chumley was getting his 
cock and balls serviced by the tennis player’s mouth. 
Harrington slurped and sucked on Chumley's fat cock, 
stopping only to lap at his balls. Syrus was going to town on 



Harrington's ass, pounding him so hard and fast, there was a 
steady clap of skin striking skin.

Syrus wanted to celebrate his victory, so he got to fuck 
Harrington, and Chumley joined in cause he liked to party. 
Jaden was gonna join in, after a bit, but sensing the shadow 
charm meant that fun times would have to wait. “I'm gonna 
go out for some air for a bit, you two stay and have fun. I'll 
call if anything happens.”

He leaves the three to the fucking and follows the sense of the
shadow charm.

Meanwhile...

Crowler wanted a sneak peek at the deck, so he offered to 
relieve the security guards. Since he was a professor, the 
guards left him in charge. He'd be responsible if anything 
happened to Yugi's deck. Using the keys he slipped into the 
special event hall where Yugi's deck was stored in a special 
case.

He took the keys and unlocked the door. 'Just a peek couldn't 
hurt.' he looked inside and saw a strange masked man. 
“Ehh!?” the masked figure suddenly changed, his body 
morphing into an exact duplicate of Crowler. “It's me!”

-x-



Jaden bumped into Bastion. “Guess you couldn't wait to see 
the deck either?” he rubbed the back of his head.

“Something like that. You haven't seen anything weird have 
you?”

“Weird how?” he asked. Before Jaden could answer they 
heard a scream. The followed the sound and found the door to
the exhibit opened. They entered and found the case broken, 
the deck was stolen, and Crowler the only one in the room. 
“Crowler?”

“Did he steal the deck?” Jaden asked. Crowler began to 
sweat.

“Let's go get security.” Bastion said, and Jaden nodded.

“No, wait!” Crowler jumped on them. “Please I didn't steal 
the deck, it was a man in a mask, and then he changed to look
like me!”

“What on Earth are you talking about?” Bastion asked.

“Search me, I swear I don't have the deck.”

“I believe him, we need to find that deck,” Jaden said. He 
called up Syrus. Syrus and Chumley had just finished, and 
Harrington was giving Chumley a rim job.

“What's up Jaden?” Syrus asked.

“Someone stole Yugi's deck, we need to find it fast.”



“What the deck was stolen!” Syrus gasped. “We'll help look.”

“Syrus be careful.” the call ended and the two got cleaned up,
dressed, and headed out to search. Bastion checked the Ra 
Yellow dorm. Jaden was looking around, he had a feeling the 
one who had the shadow charm also had the deck.

Syrus and Chumley were having difficulty, as Dimitri was 
using his new power to fuck with them. He turned into Syrus 
and sent Chumley on a wild goose chase, and accidentally 
bumped into Syrus as himself. “What the heck?!”

The fake Syrus smirked and dispelled the transformation 
revealing Dimitri behind the mask. “Dimitri!”

“Who's this Dimitri?” he put the mask back on, and he 
transformed transforming into an older version of Yugi. “I'm 
Yugi!”

“You...you stole the deck!” Syrus accused.

“You can't steal what belongs to you.” he loaded the deck into
his duel disk. “If you want this deck back you have to prove 
I'm not the true owner!”

Syrus got out his duel disk and tried to duel him.

-x-

Jaden, Bastion, and Chumley met up. “Find anything?”

“No, who could have stolen the deck?”



“I bumped into Syrus, but he was acting weird.”

“Weird how?” Jaden asked. The question wasn't answered as 
they heard a large explosion. They heard Syrus cry out, and 
they raced towards the noise. “Syrus!”

“I'm okay, he stole the deck, I tried to get it back but I lost.” 
Jaden's eyes narrowed, he could feel the other was covered in 
mystical energy.

“Is that really the King of Games?” Chumley asked he looked
just like him.

“No its an imposter,” Jaden was given Syrus' duel disk. “And 
I'll prove it!” He loaded his deck.

“You think you can beat me, the Heart of the Cards is on my 
side!” the fake Yugi said.

“That's enough, let's just duel. Get your game on!” They each 
drew cards.

Jaden/Dimitri: 4000

“Jaden, its Dimitri, I don't know how he did it, but he looked 
like me, and after he took off his mask, he put it back on and 
turned into Yugi.”

“My word,” Bastion gasped. “How is this possible?”

“I'll explain later, but first let's get that deck back,” Jaden 
said. They agreed that if he won, Dimitri would return the 
deck, but if Jaden lost the deck would remain his.



Dimitri went first. He started things off with Polymerization, 
and he fused Gazelle the King of Mythical Beasts and 
Berfomet into Chimera the Flying Mythical Beast in attack 
mode.

ATK 2100

He sets Call of the Haunted face down. “Let's see how you 
handle this.”

“That's some move,” Jaden said and drew a card.

“Syrus you dueled this guy, got any advice?” Chumley asked.

“None, I tried everything I could and I still lost.” He wasn't 
able to even beat Dimitri's Chimera.

“That's not surprising. Dimitri is a very good duelist with a 
powerful memory. He's studied many dueling tactics and uses
them when he copies other decks. Usually, the way to beat 
him is by exploiting a deck's weaknesses. Since he's copying 
Yugi it becomes more difficult as that deck's weaknesses 
aren't so simple.” Bastion explained.

Jaden looks at his hand. He had Lamia's Hunting Ground, 
Lamia Medusa, Lamia Little Sister # 2, Snake in a Jar, 
Predator Gaze, Double Summon.

“Alright first I'll play the field spell Lamia's Hunting 
Ground!” he activated the field spell, changing the area into a 
forest with large bushes. “Next I summon, Lamia Medusa!”



Lamia Medusa

a small chested snake girl with snakes for hair and pointy 
ears, her scales are a stone gray color and tough as stone to.

4 Stars Water Reptile/Effect: Once per turn you can target a 
monster your opponent controls that monster's attack and 
defense are reduced to 0 until this card is destroyed. Should 
any card also attack this card and fail to destroy it reduce that 
monster's ATK and DEF to 0.

ATK 1800 DEF 2200

The snake girl appeared on the field. She gained a power 
boost from the field spell, her attack boosting to 2400.

Thanks to the effect of the Lamia's Hunting Ground, Medusa 
was able to surge forth and destroy Dimitri's face down. “My 
face down!”

“Now Medusa, work your magic!” Jaden said. The girl's eyes 
glowed and Chimera was turned to stone, his ATK reducing 
down to 0. “Now attack!” With one flick of her tail, she 
smashed the stone beast, breaking him into pieces.

Dimitri: 1600

Jaden set his two trap cards face down and ended his turn.



“My move,” Dimitri draws. “I activate Card of Sanctity.” It 
allowed both players to draw until they had 6 cards in their 
hand. Dimitri was able to replenish his hand, while Jaden got 
to draw 4 cards. “Next I play Fusion Restoration!” This spell 
card allowed the user to remove from play a fusion monster 
from the field or graveyard and increase your life points. So 
he removed Chimera.

Dimitri 3700

“I'll set 2 cards face down, before activating Monster 
Reincarnation!” He sent his Dark Magician to the graveyard 
to add Gazelle to his hand. “I normal summon Gazelle in 
Defense Mode.”

DEF: 1200

“To end my turn I play Swords of Revealing Light!”

“Not good, with that card, Jaden won't be able to attack for 3 
turns.” Bastion gasped, as glowing swords rained down upon 
Jaden's field.

“No big deal all Jaden has to do is summon a lamia and that 
spell card is gone!” Chumley said excitedly.

It was Jaden's turn. He draws.

Jaden's Hand: Lamia Little Sister # 2, Double Summon, 
Winged Kuriboh, Lamia Sister # 4, Supply Squad, Double 
Strike, and Lamia Apophis.



He weighed his options and began working up a plan. 
“Alright first I'll summon Lamia Sister # 4.” Using the effect 
of the field spell to destroy swords.

“I got a trap!” Dimitri revealed Dark Renewal. It's effect 
offered up Gazelle and Lamia Sister # 4 and allowed him to 
summon Dark Magician. Even Jaden had to admit he was star
struck, this monster was quite powerful and held a powerful 
spirit. He was trembling and he caressed his shadow charm.

Jaden thought about using Double Summon, but with the face
down there was no telling what he had. Not backing down 
from the challenge…

“Hate to do this, but I gotta bring him down. Medusa!” she 
used her ability and turned the Dark Magician to stone. His 
ATK getting reduced to 0. “Next I activate Double Strike, 
allowing my monster to attack twice this turn!”

“If Jaden makes this, he'll win the duel!” Medusa charged but 
Dimitri activated his trap, Negate Attack! Medusa's attack 
was drained and the battle phase ended.

“Aww man, I'll end my turn.”

Dimitri draws. “I activate the spell card Thousand Knives to 
destroy Medusa!” the knives rained down and Medusa was 
destroyed, Dark Magician's attack returned to normal.

ATK 2500



“Now attack him directly.” The Dark Magician charged an 
attack, but before he could let it fly.

“Hold it, you aren't the only one who has a trap. Predator 
Gaze!” The trap card revealed and a big snake came out with 
glowing yellow eyes. Dark Magician was frozen in place, his 
attack negated and the battle phase ended. “I end my turn.”

Jaden draws. He gained Lamia's Jungle.

“I summon Lamia Little Sister # 2 in Defense Mode.”

Lamia Little Sister # 2

a young lamia girl she is longer than other snake girls. She 
wears an orange button up vest that matches her scales.

2 Stars Water Reptile/Effect: Cannot be destroyed in battle.

ATK 1400 DEF 1500

With that he ended his turn, choosing not to activate the field 
spell. Her ATK got boosted to 2000.

Dimitri draws. “I summon Obnoxious Celtic Guardian!” The 
monster was summoned to the field.

ATK 1400



“Go Dark Magician, destroy his monster!” Dark Magician 
blasted the lamia girl, however, she curled herself up in her 
lamia tail, and was not destroyed.

“Sorry, this little sister can't be destroyed by battle.”

“I'll end my turn.”

Jaden draws. Lamia Sister # 1 “I'll summon Winged Kuriboh 
in defense mode, and end my turn.”

Dimitri draws and he starts laughing. “I activate Mystical 
Space Typhoon.” It destroyed Jaden's field spell. “Next I'll 
play this card face down, next I'll equip this to my Guardian. 
Sword of the Just!” the guardian gained a new sword that was
glowing and his attack got boosted by 400. “Not only does it 
give my monster an attack boost, but it allows him to attack 
you directly.”

Obnoxious Celtic Guardian jumped over the Lamia Little 
Sister and attacked Jaden directly. “Ahhh!”

Jaden 2200

With that, he ended his turn.

Jaden had a bad feeling about that face down. Yugi's deck was
well balanced, between monsters, spells, and traps. His cards 
had a synergy that helped protect each other and their master.

He drew the trap card, Kuriboh Guard. It was a trap that had 
Winged Kuriboh on it when your opponent attacked this card 



forced them to attack a Kuriboh monster on the field. If this 
card was in the graveyard, you can remove it and the Kuriboh
from play to negate one of your opponent's monster's attacks. 
Jaden set the card and ended his turn.

Dimitri draws. “I activate the Spell Card Pot of Greed.” with 
this card he was able to draw Watapon and Kuriboh.

“Not so fast, I got a Trap!” He revealed Snake in a Jar, forcing
Dimitri to send the two monsters to the graveyard. He wasn't 
able to use it on Card of Sanctity since it allowed both players
to draw cards.

Dimitri frowned, he hoped to summon Dark Magician Girl, 
with the help of the special effect of Watapon, it would have 
been special summoned and then he could sacrifice it and 
summon the other Dark Magician.

He went into his battle phase and had the guardian attack 
Jaden directly again.

Jaden: 400

“With that, I end my turn!”

“This is bad, one more attack from the guardian and Jaden is 
gonna lose!” Syrus gasped.

'Jaden was holding his own for a bit but Yugi's deck is truly a 
monstrous force.'

“My move,” he draws. He got Double Spell. “This is it!”



Dimitri raised a brow at him. “First I switch Lamia Little 
Sister # 2 into attack mode.”

“Next I activate Double Summon!” using this effect he 
summoned Apophis and Lamia Sister # 1. Thanks to the 
effect of Lamia Sister # 1 the lamias gained a power boost.

Lamia Sister # 1 ATK 1900

Lamia Little Sister # 2 ATK 1800

Lamia Aphophis ATK 2300

Dimitri simply smirked. His face down was Mirror Force, no 
matter what Jaden was planning, if he attacked his monsters 
would be destroyed.

“Next I activate Double Spell,” he sent Supply Squad to the 
graveyard and was able to use a spell card in Dimitri's 
graveyard Mystical Space Typhoon. The spell was used to 
destroy Dimitri's face down. “Yugi's deck is amazing I'm not 
taking any chances.”

He went into the battle phase and had the little sister, destroy 
the guardian since they shared the same atk points, but was 
able to survive thanks to her effect. Before he ended his turn 
he activated Lamia Jungle, changing their surroundings to 
thick trees and large snakes.

It gave his lamia monsters an extra boost.

Lamia Sister # 1 ATK 2300



Lamia Little Sister # 2 ATK 2200

Lamia Aphophis ATK 2700

“Now Jaden has a monster that can destroy the Dark 
Magician!” he and Chumley high fived. Bastion watched 
Jaden duel feeling his heart pound in his chest.

Dimitri draws and starts laughing at their cheers and 
celebration. “Sorry, I just found your friend's cheers a bit 
more premature. This duel is far from over!” He removed 
Watapon and Kuriboh from play to special summon a far 
more powerful monster. “You thought sending those monsters
to the graveyard saved you, you allowed me to summon my 
deck's most powerful monster.”

Bastion couldn't believe it. He knew of the two powerful 
monsters summoned in this fashion, one of them being 
banned the other not due to its scarcity.

“Behold Black Luster Soldier – Envoy of the Beginning!” 
Dimitri summoned the powerful monster with a whopping 
3000 ATK. “Apophis isn't the most powerful monster on the 
field anymore! Now attack!”

The Luster Soldier charged at the strongest lamia, only to be 
intercepted by Winged Kuriboh. “My trap card activates, 
allowing my Winged Kuriboh to block the attack.” the 
monster got destroyed, it's effect shielding Jaden's life points 
for the rest of the turn.



“Your life points might be safe but not your monsters. Since 
my soldier destroyed a monster by battle it is allowed to 
attack again.” So the monster did, only to be blocked by 
Winged Kuriboh's spirit.

Jaden used the second effect of his trap card. 'Thanks buddy, 
you saved me again.' The Winged Kuriboh cooed.

“I still have one more monster, did you forget my Dark 
Magician, go Dark Magic Attack!” the powerful magician 
blasted the Lamia Sister # 1. His life points were safe, but his 
monster was blasted. “I'll end my turn.”

Jaden draws getting his own Pot of Greed. He activated it 
getting 2 more cards. Lamia Shirohebi and Snake of Rebirth.

“We are still in this!” He looked at Little Sister who nodded. 
“I activate Snake of Rebirth!” he sacrificed the Little Sister to
bring back Lamia Sister # 1. “Next I summon Lamia 
Shirohebi, and I'll be using her effect to bring back Medusa!”

Jaden had 4 lamias on the field. Medusa used her effect to 
turn Black Luster Soldier to stone, dropping the ATK to 0. 
Next, he entered the battle phase, and had Aphophis attack 
and destroy Dark Magician. Thanks to her effect, instead of 
going to the graveyard, he was coiled and pulled over to 
Jaden's field.

“No my monster!”



Dimitri: 3500

“Don't worry he was never yours, to begin with,” Jaden said. 
He had Dark Magician destroy the Black Luster Soldier.

Dimitri 1000

The remaining lamias charged and struck him, bringing his 
life points down to 0.

Dimitri's transformation failed his mask cracking, and falling 
off his face. “I lost...but how...I had my...I mean Yugi's deck.”

“You lost because you were relying on something else. When 
you copy other people's decks its empty unless you put 
yourself in it too.” Jaden came over to Dimitri. “You have to 
be you, you are a smart guy, I bet you can build a great deck 
that's all your own.”

Dimitri blushed. “You...you really think so...” Jaden nodded 
and gave him a smile. “But I need to ask you, about that 
shadow charm.”

“The mask? I was sent it, I don't know who gave it to me, but 
there was a note explaining its power.” Dimitri hung his head.
“I thought with its power, I could become the best duelist. I 
wouldn't just copy the duelist I'd become them, but I still 
lost.”

-x-



It appeared the duel had drawn some attention, Zane and 
Alexis and several other students from each dorm had heard 
the commotion and watched the show. A lot of students were 
impressed with how Dimitri handled Yugi's cards. The 
shadow charm business was a surprise, but the Millennium 
Items were well documented.

Zane managed to convince the other students to keep this all a
secret. Since they got to see Yugi's deck in action many 
agreed. Dimitri had to be punished, so he agreed to be 
demoted to Slifer Red. The deck was returned and Jaden was 
even able to fix the case thanks to his shadow charm.

Crowler was so pleased he wasn't going to jail for the theft he 
didn't question it. The next day the exhibit went off without a 
hitch, the deck was placed in a special system allowing his 
monsters to take form in digital stands. Students got to take 
pictures with Yugi's monsters.

You were able to buy posters t-shirts and exclusive packs. 
Jaden helped Dimitri work on his deck, building it around 
Copy Cat and getting monsters that supported it and had 
similar abilities.

-x-Later that Night-x-

Jaden met with Zane and Alexis out at the lighthouse. “Jaden, 
why did you call us here?”



“It's about your brother Alexis, I haven't found him yet, but I 
think I have found a clue to what maybe what happened to 
him.”

“You do?” Alexis was amazed.

“What do you know about shadow charms?”

“I've read about them but...they are just a myth right?” Jaden 
shook his head.

“The strange things that have been happening lately were 
because of shadow charms.” he showed them the mask. “This
is just one of the recent shadow charms I've come across.”

“Jaden, how do you know this?”

“It's because I have one myself.” he showed them his. “So far 
its pieces of a puzzle, but with the abandoned dorm, these 
strange new charms. I think someone was studying them, not 
just in theory but was trying to experiment and make new 
shadow charms.”

“You think my brother disappeared because of these 
experiments?”

“I believe so,” Jaden said.

Zane put his hand on her shoulder. “It's certainly a lead.”

“Thank you Jaden, I hope to find my brother.”



“If we can find the person who not only helped make these 
shadow charms and sent them out, we may get a bigger lead.”
she hugged him. She had hope, and she believed Jaden. With 
his help, she may just find her brother yet.

To be continued.



Chapter 19 Nature of the Draw

Jaden couldn't help feeling restless, he was trying not to let 
the others see it. Syrus and Chumley were happy to have 
things normal, Harrington was blissfully unaware of anything 
going on. Bastion was busy with his studies and Torrey...well 
Torrey knew the truth and was happy to help. He was trying 
to find out anything he could about what happened at the 
forbidden dorm. Torrey had some knowledge in the shadow 
games and spirits.

He even sent Winged Kuriboh to watch over Torrey to make 
sure he wasn't getting into anything too dangerous. He was 
doing his late-night slither just trying to relax. He was always 
taught that shadow magic could be dangerous, in the wrong 
hands it could be deadly. With the proper training, one could 
use a charm effectively and even use it to protect someone.

Jaden caressed his shadow charm. The lamia queen had used 
this charm, used its powers to protect the lamias from an 
ancient evil. New shadow charms weren't necessarily a bad 
thing since they could be used for good, but in the wrong 
hands…



'Just who is making these charms, the missing students, the 
abandoned dorm, while shadow duels are taught in history 
lessons the real thing is far more dangerous.' Torrey had tried 
reaching out through the shadows and Jinzo came after him. 
He remembered studying the shadow games himself, his 
sisters let him study the book of shadows, the book that held 
all the known shadow charms.

His sisters knew more about shadow magic than him. ‘I 
wonder what they’d say about all this?’ He looked at his deck.

“Jaden, you can’t worry about the future...” Jaden 
remembered one his sister’s words. “One can spend their 
whole day worrying about what comes tomorrow and 
waste their present. The same is true for dueling, a duelist 
can worry about their next move, or they can draw and 
make the best of what fate gives them.”

Jaden sighed. “Maybe I shouldn’t worry about tomorrow, I 
got some beautiful mates, a pet, a servant. I got my sister’s 
teachings and my deck, and I have my shadow charm.” he 
smiled. “No matter what comes, I’ll protect them!”

-x-

In the abandoned dorm, the shadows were moving. Power 
was ripping through, and while Jaden had crushed the 
remaining shadows that lingered there, the place was still 



touched by shadows. So when someone from the other side 
reached out to open a gate, it opened!

The basement of the abandoned dorm trembled with power as
a gate opened up and a muscled figure stepped out. He had a 
ring on his drawing hand. The mystery man stood tall, with 
flowing long hair, broad shoulders, massive pecs, 8 pack abs, 
thick arms and legs, big feet, large hands, wearing only a 
loincloth.

From the gate a masked figure stood, the mystery man turned 
and it closed. “Me...back...” he chuckled. He flexed his 
muscles, smiling as his body bulged and ripple. “This me 
now!” he chuckled.

“All need do, is hunt target, they no getaway!” His ring 
pulsed and began to surge with power. Above the dorm, storm
clouds began to gather. An ominous wind spread across the 
whole island. “My power will let no one escape!” his hand 
clutched into a fist.

The storm cloud burst, spiraling out and covering the entire 
sky over the island. Lightning flashed and thunder roared, as 
the seas around Duel Academy became more violent. The 
wind howled and the ground shook from the unnatural 
disturbance. Heavy rain began to pelt the dorms like bullets. 
Many students woke up from the strange vibrations and 
howling winds.



Windows rattled, and some students were shaken from their 
beds. For the red dorm, it felt like the whole building was 
shaking. Dorm Advisors were out trying to keep everyone 
calm and to remain indoors.

Syrus and Chumley were woken by the storm. “Oh man it 
sure is noisy, I bet Jaden’s sleeping through all this...” Syrus 
said. “Ehhh!?”

“What is it Syrus?”

“Jaden...he’s gone!!!” he lifted the boy’s empty sheets.

“Uhh, maybe he went to take Harrington for a walk, or is 
visiting Torrey or Bastion...”

“Don’t you think he would have told us?” Syrus began to 
worry. “I’m gonna go looking for him.” he raced for the door, 
but as soon as he opened it he bumped into Professor Banner.

“Children you must remain indoors,” he said.

“But Professor, Jaden is missing!” Syrus said.

“I’m sure he is fine, I’ll go look for him.”

“Thank you, professor!” Syrus smiled. The door shut and 
Syrus got back to bed, and Chumley hugged him.

“Come on, it's Jaden, he’ll be fine.” the bluenette nodded.

-x-



Jaden was caught in the storm. He felt the pulse of another 
shadow charm. “What on earth?”

He began to search for the source, but as it turned out the 
source was looking for him. Jaden gasped, seeing several 
twisters touch down over the sea, forming vortexes of water 
and wind, becoming a cage around the island. “This is not 
good...”

“Ahhhhhhh,” a Tarzan like yell echoed around him. 
“Aahhhhh!”

The lamia turned towards the noise, and a massive muscle 
man came swinging towards him. “Oh wow!” The man was 
so ripped and so naked, that loincloth leaving very little to the
imagination.

He landed. “A lamia...me found you...” he ran his fingers 
through his flowing hair.

“Hey there big guy, what are you doing here?” his eyes 
roamed over the muscular figure. His lamia sex drive highly 
approved of the sexy beast of a man before him, his manly 
musk was strong even through the pouring rain, the water 
cascaded down the man’s muscular body. “You don’t seem 
surprised seeing a lamia...”

“Heh, Me strong, you me hunt!” he charged at Jaden only for 
the lamia to easily slip away from him. Jaden groped him as 



he passed. “You!” he blushed, getting brought to his knees as 
his dick hardened, his hole twitched, and his nipples pebbled.

“You got strength and muscle, but you pretty slow in the head
to think if you can catch a lamia. I could grope you 20 times 
over and you’d never even touch me.”

“I no have to catch...I duel you!” his ring glowed and a duel 
disk appeared on his muscular arm.

“And if I refuse?” he folded his arms.

“No refuse fight!” he stomped his foot and caused a tremor, 
even the rain stopped in the area around them. “No surprise 
you are the one causing all this, who gave you that shadow 
charm?”

“I no talk, defeat me, maybe...” he loaded his deck, and to 
Jaden’s surprise, the duel disk glowed reversing his deck. 
Jaden felt the storm come from the abandoned dorm.

“Looks like I’ll be needing to get some answers from you,” 
his charm glowed and created a duel disk of his own. “If I 
beat you, you’ll hand over your shadow charm and give me 
answers.”

“You want my power, try and take it!”

“Duel!”

-x-



Torrey slipped out of his dorm after the storm hit, Winged 
Kuriboh led him outside and to Jaden. Jaden wasn’t doing 
well, his life points were down and his field was empty. 
“Jaden!”

“Torrey?” Jaden gasped. “What are you doing here?”

“Torrey?” the muscle man gasped. Torrey wiped his glasses 
and looked at the muscle man.

“No way...you can’t be...Damon?!”

“You know this guy?”

“Yeah, his name is Damon Taizen, he vanished 7 months 
ago!” Torrey blushed. “He wasn’t this buff before.”

“Not Damon! Damon weak, Damon always lose, now strong, 
master the nature of the draw!” he yelled. Damon had good 
test scores, but when it came to dueling he always lost it when
it came to the draw. He started freaking out about what he 
would draw, and no matter how hard he trained he still kept 
wigging about it.

His victory so far was because his spells, traps, and monster 
effects required guessing the top card of the user’s deck, 
thanks to his shadow charm his deck was reversed so he got 
to see every card that came. He always guessed right, so 
Jaden was getting creamed. These effects even got him boosts
to his life points so everything was in the blue.



“I trained for 6 months, facing all that nature could throw at 
me, I became one with nature!”

“You’ve been out in the wild for 6 months huh? I haven’t 
seen you...don’t tell me you went to the other world?” Damon
smirked.

“You want answers beat me in duel!” Damon thought he had 
this duel in the bag, but Jaden saw his problem. Even if he 
knew what card was coming didn’t mean he was gonna win.

Jaden turned the tides thanks to Lamia Little Sister # 3, she 
began to wail onto Damon, dropping his life points more and 
more, each time switching to defense mode.

Damon’s monster Drawer, had 2000 ATK so he couldn’t 
destroy the little sister, and Jaden was getting cards back in 
his hand with each passing turn. “I just need shield crush, and
your monster will fall and your life points are finished.” he 
looked at his deck, but Shield Crush wasn’t the next card, it 
was a monster.

His life points were free prey to the Little Sister. Even if he 
drew it wouldn’t save him or protect him. He drew the 
monster and summoned it, and ended his turn. “On next turn 
me crush you!” he said seeing Shield Crush on his next card.

“You shouldn’t get cocky Damon, there are no sure things in 
a duel, and you shouldn’t act cocky to mask your fear!”



“Me fear nothing!”

“You were scared to draw your next card cause it wasn’t 
gonna help you!” Jaden said. “You’ve taken the mystery out 
of it but you haven’t really changed. You may not always get 
the card you want, but you gotta deal with what fate gives 
you!”

“Enough talk, it is you who is scared, you know that on my 
turn I will destroy your last defense, with my Shield Crush.”

“If predicting duels were as easy as predicting the weather, 
where is the fun in that?”

“Me no predict, me control the weather!” he showed this by 
increasing the storm around them.

“Oh yeah, well there’s a card I’m looking for, Pot of Snakes, 
with that card I can destroy the top two cards off your deck.”

“No!”

“Yes, draw!” Jaden drew and he got...Pot of Greed. “Let’s go 
again, Pot of Greed!” he drew two cards.

“Did you draw the card you wanted?” Damon asked.

“Nope but I got something I can use!” He activated Lamia’s 
Jungle increasing the ATK and DEF of the little sister. Damon
wasn’t scared, even if Jaden attacked him it wouldn’t matter, 
he’d have Shield Crush and destroy the lamia.



“Next I play Snake Flute!” a golden pan flute appeared on the
field, it was coiled by two snakes who started to play it. “This
lets me summon two lamia monsters from my deck, so I 
summon Lamia Sister 1 and Lamia Sister 4!” the two snake 
women appeared on the field, and the little sister joined them 
in ATK mode.

Thanks to Lamia Sister # 1’s effect they all gained a boost to 
their ATK, and in the jungle, they gained even more strength.

Lamia Sister # 1 ATK 2300

Lamia Sister # 4 ATK 2300

Lamia Little Sister # 3 1600

“No way!” he shook his head. He still had plenty of life 
points, he could survive this!

“Way, instead of worrying about the future, you should have 
enjoyed the now! Because now you are about to be a lamia’s 
dinner!”

Lamia Sister # 4 was sent first, destroying Drawer, the point 
difference cost him 300 life points. She spat poison needles 
that melted Damon’s monster.

Damon: 3900

“That’s not all, when Lamia Sister # 4 destroys a monster by 
battle, she deals damage equal to the destroyed monster’s atk 



points.” She painted her nails with the goo that was once 
Damon’s monster, her nails glowed and she hit Damon.

Damon: 1900

His remaining monster Doron was destroyed by Sister # 1, 
one quick tail whip sent him flying into the air before 
exploding.

Damon: 400

The little sister sealed his fate and blasted him.

Damon: 0

“You beat me, even though you didn’t get the card you 
needed?”

“That’s the fun of dueling, you need to be able to make the 
most out of each card you have. You may not always win, but 
you can’t be scared to try.” Damon began to tear up.

The ring had been feeding on his fear and his humiliation, 
Jaden helped put those fears to rest. However, the energy built
up in the ring began to unleash. The storm began to grow wild
and out of control. Even the academy’s volcano began to 
become active. “Damon!”

“It’s not me...I can’t control it!” he hissed. The energy 
crackled and caused more tremors.

“I got you!” Jaden coiled his tail around Damon and focused 
his power on his ring. He conjured energy snakes, and they 



helped remove the ring before launching it up into the air. 
Jaden destroyed the ring, resulting in a huge burst of energy 
that blasted away the storm and ceased the tremors.

“I’m sorry...I’m sorry...” Damon cried.

“Messing with shadow magic can be dangerous,” he hugged 
Damon. “Are you okay?”

“Yes, thank you for saving me.”

“You saved everyone,” Torrey rushed over and hugged Jaden.
Jaden smiled and kissed the boy. Damon blushed as the two 
made out. He felt his cock stir between his legs, his thick 9 
incher throbbed and pulsed.

The kiss broke for air, and Damon hugged his crotch. “You 
two are boyfriends?” he gulped.

Torrey smiled. “I’m Jaden-sama’s servant!” he said so 
proudly. Jaden’s cocks slipped from his sheath, Damon’s jaw 
dropped at their size. Torrey began to suck on the right cock.

“May I?” Damon asked.

“Would you like to become my servant?” he cupped the guy’s
cheek.

“Yes please,” he removed his loin clothe and let his fat cock 
bob free. He hadn’t touched himself in 6 months so his balls 
were swollen. Damon began to lick Jaden’s left cock while 
using his beefy pecs to massage Jaden’s length.



“Mmm, not bad,” he ran his fingers through Damon’s hair. 
Torrey got naked and started deep throating Jaden’s 
monstrous manhood. “Ohh that’s good Torrey!” he used his 
free hand to cup the back of his head.

Torrey moaned at the touch and bobbed his head eagerly. 
Damon didn’t have as much experience in sucking dick as 
Torrey, but what he couldn’t fit in his mouth he had his 
massive pecs rub against. “Does my dick taste good, 
Damon?”

Damon moaned in response, his eyes rolling up. He had 
hearts in his eyes, as he sucked down Jaden’s pre-cum. The 
two felt their releases build higher and higher, just from 
sucking cock.

They came, moaning around Jaden’s twin dicks. As they 
spilled their seed, their moans pulled Jaden over the edge and 
he fed them his cum. Jaden’s cum made Damon cum again, 
while Torrey was a bit more used to it. They pulled off 
Jaden’s cocks and started making out, sharing his flavor 
between them.

Jaden smiled as he watched them make out. “While that was 
fun, I’ll be needing answers from you big guy.”

“Yes, sir!” Damon bowed.

-x-



Damon had received a letter telling him to come to the 
abandoned dorm. He was then brought to a strange world, 
where he’s been all this time training. The man he met on the 
other side, had given him his shadow charm. He had a charm 
of his own, and he wore it around his neck. His charm was 
made with the power of the Convulsion of Nature spell card.

“This person was able to open a gate?” Damon nodded.

“Hmm, it's possible that person left those charms on the 
island?” Torrey pointed out.

“Maybe, but they couldn’t leave a gate open for long periods 
of times, I’d be able to sense that, and them opening a new 
one on this side.” Jaden pondered. “I think whoever is 
responsible for the other student's disappearances, might have
an accomplice here at Duel Academy!” The two gasped.

Jaden rubbed his temples. “I’ll help you find the accomplice 
and bring him down!” Torrey said.

“I might be the best duelist but I’ll try!” Damon said.

“We can train together,” he patted his shoulder. “By the way, 
did you ever catch the guy’s name?”

“Yes, he called himself Nightshroud...” Jaden’s eyes flashed 
gold.

“Did you say...Nightshroud…?” Torrey was surprised, he’s 
never seen Jaden so scared.



“Do you know him Jaden?”

“Of him, he was a legend in the Lamia Village, he was a man 
who lusted for the power of darkness, he went so far as to 
offer his flesh, his bones, his spirit to the darkness. He hopped
from vessel to vessel, feeding on the darkness in people’s 
hearts to get stronger.” Jaden looked to Damon. “He was the 
one who sent you?”

“Yes, he told me to hunt down the lamia that was hiding on 
Academy Island, or he’d take away my power.” he blushed.

“So someone freed Nightshroud and gave him a new vessel.”

“You say freed, someone beat him before?”

“Yes, the Queen of the Lamias, she sealed him once before.”

-x-

Damon’s muscles faded, since they were honed through 
magic, the ring gave him the body he wanted as a sign of his 
strength. Once the magic faded away with time, he reverted to
his normal self. “My muscles...” he cried. “My dick...” his 
nine-inch dick shrank back to its original size of 3 inches.

“You can earn them properly this time, you are still growing,”
Jaden tried to cheer him up. Damon was willing to put in the 
work properly this time. Jaden even helped him rework his 
deck, to become a better duelist.



Jaden also conjured 4 snake statues to guard the abandoned 
dorm. He wasn’t gonna let them have a back door. He thought
about making the dorm apart of his territory and base, but that
would require some time and a lot of effort.

To be continued



Chapter 20 Exhibition Match

The school duel was around the corner, it was a big event 

between Duel Academy and North Academy. The two had a 

rivalry with each other, unlike East, West, and South 

Academy. So a meeting was being had to discuss who would 

be Duel Academy’s representative.

“No no no, this can’t be happening.” Crowler was wigging 

out. Fontaine and Sartyr, just listened to him rant and rave, 

while Banner and Sheppard sweatdropped. “Zane is our top 

student, why wouldn’t we be entering him in the School 

Duel!?”

Sheppard sighed. “Because North Academy has decided to 

use a first-year student.” Crowler continued to rant and rave, 

claiming it sounded like a trick or had to be a trap of some 

kind. “In the spirit of competition, we decided to do the 

same.” Zane was waiting in the wings, he had won the School



Duel last year. “Now Crowler, I’m sure we have plenty of 

talented First Year students that can bring us to victory.”

“I’d like to nominate Jaden Yuki,” Zane said, much to 

Crowler’s horror.

‘Not that slacker!’ Crowler began to sweat. Jaden was getting 

more and more respect despite being a Slifer, this was making

it harder for Crowler who wanted the Red Dorm gone. Never 

mind Jaden saved his ass just a few days ago from being fired

and arrested for the theft of Yugi’s deck.

“Yes, Jaden would do our school proud,” Banner added.

Crowler’s eyes shifted before landing on Sartyr. “Wait, 

Bastion Misawa, he’s a straight-A student and a fine duelist!”

“I agree, Bastion is the best student in Ra Yellow, he would 

bring glory to our school,” Sartyr added.

“Hmm, well then it seems we have two fine candidates, so 

there is only one way to settle this, an exhibition duel!” 

Sheppard was pleased with the idea, wanting to see a duel 



between the two himself. “The winner shall become our 

representative!”

Crowler agreed, believing Bastion had the skills of an Obelisk

Blue student and had the desire to take on Jaden and defeat 

him to prove he was the best of the first years. “Where is 

young Bastion today?” Crowler asked Sartyr.

“Oh, you know him, he’s probably deep into some 

equations.”

-x-

“Ohhh fuck, Jaden!” Bastion moaned, he was bare-ass naked, 

his hard cock down Jaden’s throat. His ass was being groped 

and fondled, while Jaden’s massaged his penis with his mouth

and throat, gulping and swallowing around his hard manhood.

Jaden’s tongue slipped out and caressed his balls. Bastion’s 

toes curled as he received the best damn blow job of his life, 

the brunette just seemed to keep outdoing himself.

His toes curled and his cock swelled, as he came down 

Jaden’s throat. Yuki continued to suck him through his 



release, milking him of a couple more spurts. The orgasm 

made his head spin, and the milking made his legs feel like 

jelly. Bastion was moved back to the bed, so he could sit and 

rest.

Bastion whined at the loss, he wanted the boy to keep going, 

to keep touching him. His head was still swimming, he 

always felt so refreshed after cumming, and he found any 

mental blocks he was having cleansed. He used to think 

pleasure was just a distraction, but he was wrong.

“Our turn!” Syrus and Chumley had been waiting patiently, 

fingering themselves to prepare. Bastion watched as Jaden 

took his twin dicks and fucked them both at the same time, 

their asses rubbing together, as they danced a lustful dance of 

pleasure. Bastion watched this, feeling his loins stir again and

his ass hole twitch.

Watching the pleasure Syrus and Chumley had was having 

him crave it too. It was only his damn pride that kept him for 

begging Jaden to touch his ass hole. Jaden was offering him a 

world of pleasure by becoming his mate, even if he submitted



he wouldn’t have to give up his dominant desires as he could 

satisfy those urges with Jaden’s pets. Perhaps he was being 

greedy, but a part of him wanted to top Jaden.

He had various dreams where he dominates the brunette, 

pounding him into the mattress while gripping his dicks like 

handlebars. He also had dreams where he bottomed, taking 

both dicks at once. With his ideals torn, he decided to place 

his fate in his dueling skills. Meeting Jaden, watching him 

duel, the pleasure, it opened up ideas to him. His own dueling

skills were improving, and his muse was being stroked.

Little did Bastion know, his time to duel Jaden was fast 

approaching.

The room echoed with lustful cries as Syrus and Chumley 

came, and Jaden came deep inside them. Bastion watched as 

he pulled those twin terrors out, feeling his arousal spike. 

“Are you up for staying the night?” Jaden asked.

“I think I can walk, should head back to my dorm.”



“I’ll walk you,” Jaden tucked Syrus and Chumley into their 

beds while Bastion got dressed. The lamia was dressed and 

ready to head out shortly after. “How’s Dimitri doing?”

“He’s getting some flack for his actions, I’ve heard he might 

be getting sent to Slifer Red soon.”

“Oh really?”

“Yeah, while his academic scores are decent, he’s racked up a 

long list of losses.” Jaden sighed, Dimitri joining the red 

dorm wasn’t an issue, but the system still bothered him. It’s 

like becoming a Red dorm student was a punishment and it 

shouldn’t be one.

“I don’t think coming to the red dorm should be a 

punishment.” Jaden stopped walking. “Is that why you didn’t 

wanna spend the night?”

“No!” Bastion whipped around.

“Then what is it, you seem to be having fun, but lately you 

always leave.”



“It’s not that I don’t want to stay, I feel it’s unfair. I’m not a 

claimed mate.”

“But you could be, you still want me?”

“Very, I can honestly say I’ve never wanted anyone more!” he

blushed and Jaden kissed him.

“I want you too.”

“When we duel, I’ll come at you with all the passion I have!”

“I’ll be looking forward to it.” Sharing one more kiss they 

parted ways. Instead of returning to the dorm, Jaden 

transformed and went on his rounds. Dueling Bastion wasn’t 

gonna be easy, the boy was skilled, smart and calculating, 

now with passion behind him he was gonna be tough to beat. 

That just made the game more exciting.

Jaden wanted Bastion, wanted to see him come undone by 

anal pleasure, to reach new depths of pleasure together. 

Bastion was a good guy, perhaps a bit wound too tight, but 

the flood gates weren’t open yet. Now he just had to win, and 

claim the boy.



When the news came that they’d be having a duel to see who 

would be the representative for the school duel, they were in 

class. “I expect to see great dueling from both of you.” 

Banner said the two exchanged a look Jaden smiling while 

Bastion smirked.

Everyone thought their excitement was for the chance to be a 

part of the school duel, but they were excited for other 

reasons. This would be their battle, to decide who was the 

strongest.

Chumley pointed at if Jaden went to the School Duel, he’d be 

the first Slifer ever to attend.

Bastion has been preparing for this since his duel with Chazz.

He was determined to win. “My duel with Bastion has been a 

long time coming.” They went back to the dorm so Jaden 

could go over his deck and do his own preparations. Lamias 

tested their potential mates in different ways, some through 

trials, others by combat, Jaden chose dueling. The Ra Yellow 

students were cheering for Bastion while the Slifer Red 

students were cheering for Jaden.



Obelisk Blue was rooting for Bastion, mostly because they 

didn’t want a Slifer Slacker representing them. Some of the 

Blue students offered Bastion their best cards, to make sure 

he won. He turned them down politely. “My deck is ready and

perfectly balanced can’t have an errant card disrupting it.”

“Whatever, you better win!” Bastion didn’t like it, he wanted 

to be a good duelist, the best, but was this what the best was 

like, looking down on others. What happened to good 

sportsmanship? Honestly, if this duel didn’t have special 

meaning to him, he’d simply turn down the offer and let 

Jaden represent the school.

-x-The night before the duel off-x-

Jaden was surprised to get called out by Alexis, the duo 

meeting outside the abandoned dorm. “What’s wrong 

Alexis?” he noticed she placed a flower outside.

“Jaden, I’m grateful for you helping me find my brother, but 

something has been bugging me.”

“What?”



“Just who are you?”

“Ehh?” the boy blinked.

“You have a shadow charm yourself, where did you get it?” 

she crossed her arms.

“Alexis...”

“There have been a lot of strange things going on, and while I

was so happy you said you’d help me find my brother. I can’t 

help but feel you are hiding something,” she revealed her 

PDA. “So I did some digging, and you don’t exist. You have 

no history like you suddenly appeared out of nowhere.”

Jaden balled his hand up, he ran through his options. He could

tell her the truth and reveal himself, but this could lead to 

some very terrible outcomes. He could lie or brush it off, but 

he could see the determination in Alexis’ eyes. He could 

hypnotize her...but that didn’t feel right either. “Alexis, I have

nothing to do with your brother’s disappearance.”

“I want to believe that, but you have a shadow charm, you 

don’t have any records over a year.”



“I will confess I am keeping something from you, but all of 

you. I am not ready to reveal who I am yet. Please trust me, 

give me time.”

“I owe you that much, but if you did have a hand in my 

brother’s disappearance, know that I will end you!”

Jaden sweatdropped. “I don’t doubt it.” She walked off. Jaden

felt for her, his sisters would do the same if something 

happened to him. He thought about contacting his sisters and 

asking about Nightshroud, but he thought he could handle it. 

When he was told stories of the Lamia Queen his sisters 

always got weird if he asked questions.

Alexis was miffed, Jaden only confirmed to her that he wasn’t

who he says he was, which made her question just who is he? 

This is exactly what he didn’t need when he was going in for 

a mating match.

Jaden also had questions, but right now he had a match to 

focus on.

-x-



The arena was full of students and Crowler announced the 

duel and duelists, giving Bastion great fan fair but not even 

saying Jaden’s name. Zane met up with Alexis. “This should 

be an exciting duel.”

“Yeah, whatever...”

“Alexis?”

“Oh sorry, I just...doesn’t it bother you Jaden has a shadow 

charm?”

“It's weird yes, you don’t suspect him of having something to 

do with your brother’s disappearance do you?”

“What if he did? What if he’s only doing this because he has a

guilty conscience?” She admitted to having dug some digging

into Jaden’s past, or lack there of. “I can’t stop thinking about 

it, he’s helping me sure and I’m grateful, but the shadow 

charm...”

“I don’t think Jaden is a bad person, he didn’t take advantage 

of me when I was under a spell. He’s allowed to have his 



secrets, and I think if you believe in Jaden, he will help you 

find your brother.”

Alexis felt bad, but she’d apologize after the duel. With 

everything that was going on, she hoped Jaden wouldn’t be 

too angry with her for being suspicious. With all the weird 

stuff going on, she didn’t know what to believe, and some 

part of her couldn’t help but be curious about Jaden.

They focused on the match.

“Good luck Bastion!” Jaden said.

“Thanks, you too, but you know what I say, luck favors the 

prepared!” the two loaded their decks and activated their duel 

disks.

“Let’s duel!” they said in unison.

Jaden/Bastion: 4000

“I’ll start things off, I set a monster face down and I’ll play a 

face down.” Was Bastion’s opening turn.

“Alright then,” Jaden draws. “I’ll summon Lamia Sister # 1!” 

the red-scaled lamia appeared on the field, her effect boosting



all water monsters’ ATK/DEF on Jaden’s side of the field by 

400.

Lamia sister # 1 ATK: 1900

He then tried to activate his Lamia Jungle Field Spell. “I think

not Jaden because I have a trap, Inferno Pit!” He revealed his 

trap, it was continuous. So long as this card is face-up on the 

field neither player can play any field spell cards, destroy any 

face-up field spell active on the field. This card can only be 

activated when either player tries to play a field spell.

Jaden’s field spell was destroyed and sent to the graveyard. 

“Drat...” Bastion smirked. He had done the math, Jaden’s 

deck specialized in swarming and sweeping an opponent by 

powering up his monsters through effect. If his plan comes 

through he’d claim victory. “I’ll set one card face down.”

He entered his battle phase, and the lamia girl attacked, 

lashing at the face-down card with her tail. The monster 

underneath appeared. “My monster, Battle Footballer is 

revealed!”



DEF 2100

The lamia’s attack was bounced back and Jaden took damage.

Jaden 3800

“Guess I walked into that one.” he ended his turn.

“You are quite bold Jaden, but I’m ready to meet you with my

passion!” He draws. “This fire deck I worked so hard on, 

prepare yourself!”

“Fire huh, you bested Chazz with your water deck, and 

prepared your fire deck for our duel, I’m impressed. I want to 

duel all your decks Bastion!”

“That can be arranged,” He set another card face down. “Now

I summon Fencing Fire Ferret!” The beast appeared on the 

field in a swirl of flames. “Now attack!”

Fencing Fire Ferret ATK 1700

Jaden wasn’t surprised, he’d seen this in Bastion’s duel with 

Chazz, his moves were always calculated. His lamia 

countered the attack, their tails meeting, and while the lamia 

received a scratch the ferret got destroyed.



Bastion: 3800

“Now my monster’s effect activates, since he was destroyed 

and sent to the graveyard, I can destroy one of your monsters,

and you take 500 points of damage!”

“No way!” Jaden gasped as the scratch erupted and scorched 

the lamia and turned her to ash.

Jaden: 3300

“Nice move Bastion.” He could see why Bastion kept his 

other monster was in defense mode, now he had a solid 

defense against his attacks. It was his turn now, and he draws 

a card. “Sweet!”

The monster he got was Lamia Shirohebi, now he could get 

some defense of his own, and bring back a lamia from his 

graveyard. “I summon Lamia Shirohebi in defense mode.”

Lamia Shirohebi DEF: 2500

“Now I activate her effect!”

“Not so fast Jaden, I got a face down.” his face down 

revealed. Second Match: When this card is activated while 



you control a face-up Fire monster, you can special summon a

monster from your hand or deck that has the same ATK. 

“With this card, I special summon Barrier Statue of the 

Inferno from my deck!”

The pyro monster appeared on the field in defense mode it 

had 1000 ATK/DEF but its effect is what really locked Jaden. 

“Now so long as this monster is on the field neither of us can 

special summon monsters, except for FIRE monsters.”

“Bastion blocked Jaden again.” Syrus gasped.

“Sy...Jaden’s gonna win right? What’s gonna happen to the 

harem?” Syrus didn’t have an answer.

“Jaden will win.”

Since Jaden had summoned a monster in defense mode he 

couldn’t attack, so he set a card and ended his turn.

Bastion draws a card. “Next I summon, Solar Flare Dragon!” 

the blazing dragon appeared on the field. I’ll play one other 

card and end my turn.” With that Solar Flare Dragon’s effect 

activated and blasted Jaden with 500 points of damage.



Jaden: 2800

Jaden draws. “I’ll summon Lamia Little Sister # 1!” A young 

lamia with white hair, bowl cut style, she has black and gold 

eyes, appeared on the field. Her scales are a mix of white and 

black and a few silver scales here and there. She wears a 

silver snake pendant and black top.

ATK 1300 DEF 1400

“I’ll activate her effect to increase my life points.” She began 

to dance, conjuring energy snakes that raised Jaden’s life 

points by 300.

Jaden 3100

“I’ll attack your Barrier Statue!” The little sister charged and 

attacked with mana snakes.

“I don’t think so Jaden!” He revealed his face down, 

Spikeshield with Chain, it equipped to his Barrier Statue and 

raised its ATK by 500. Since it was attacked while in defense 

mode, it’s second effect activated boosting it’s DEF by its 

ATK.



DEF 2500

“Oh man!” Jaden gasped, the mana snakes were scorched, 

and he took damage.

Jaden: 1900

“I won’t let you destroy my monsters so easy Jaden.”

“So I see, I’ll end my turn.”

Bastion draws. He was a tad worried about Jaden’s three face 

downs. ‘Could he be bluffing or is Jaden actually preparing 

something?’ He cast his eyes and gasped to see the lamia girl 

dancing again. “Don’t tell me...”

“Yep, Little Sister’s effect works on each of our turns.”

Jaden: 2200

“Then I’ll just have to take her out then. I summon Blazing 

Inpachi in attack mode.” the burning being appeared on the 

field.

ATK 1850

“I’ll attack!” the burning monster charged at the little sister.



“I reveal my face down!” Poisonous Barbs, Bastion’s monster

was destroyed before damage calculation, not only that the 

trap card can equip to the little sister, boosting her ATK to 

2100.

Bastion ended his turn with a face down, and Solar Flare 

Dragon’s effect activated blasting Jaden with flames.

Jaden 1700

He draws. “I summon Lamia Little Sister # 2 in defense 

mode.” A young lamia girl she is longer than other snake girls

appeared on the field. She wears an orange button-up vest that

matches her scales.

ATK 1400 DEF 1500

Little Sister #1 danced and raised Jaden’s life points again.

Jaden: 2000

“Next I’ll have my Little Sister # 1 attack your Solar Flare 

Dragon!” she attacked again with mana snakes.



“Can’t let you do that Jaden, I activate my Amorphous Barrier

trap card.” Since he had 3 monsters his trap ended the battle 

phase.

“You are really prepared Bastion, I can’t help but get 

excited!” Jaden smirked and Bastion blushed.

“Same here!” Jaden ended his turn and Bastion draws. 

Jaden’s monster’s effect activated raising his life points to 

2300. “I summon Darkfire Soldier # 1!” the blazing hunk of a

monster appeared on the field. “But he won’t be around for 

long, for I activate Bonding Embers!”

His two pyro monsters glowed as did the machine football 

player. “To activate this effect I need two pyro monsters and 

one FIRE monster.” Their flames ignited and a pillar of fire 

formed.

A giant dragon of fire appeared on the field. “Behold my Fire 

Dragon!” the dragon roared. “Sorry Jaden, this duel is mine,” 

he said and he thought. ‘Soon you will be too!’

ATK 2800



“We’ll see about that, bring it on!”

“You see while my Fire Dragon is on the field all of your 

water monster’s ATK is dropped to 0.” While his other two 

Lamias were in defense mode since Little Sister # 1 is in 

attack mode if Bastion attacks Jaden will take 2800 points of 

damage. “Go Fire Dragon attack his Lamia Little Sister # 1!”

The dragon roared and prepared to attack. “I don’t think so, 

you aren’t the only one with a trap to defend his monsters!” 

Jaden revealed Predator Gaze, it negated Fire Dragon’s attack

and ended the battle phase.

“Well played, but I’m ready for you, even if you summon 

Medusa, your monster’s will still only have 0 ATK, so my 

dragon cannot be destroyed.”

“You really have thought of a lot, I can see the preparations 

you’ve made, but you aren’t the only one who’s come 

prepared!” Jaden draws. “I’ll start by playing Pot of Greed!” 

he got to draw 2 more cards.



His life points got a boost as the Little Sister # 1 danced 

again.

Jaden: 2600

“Next I activate Snake Pit!” A continuous spell that boosted 

the ATK of all Lamia monsters by 200, a moot point against 

Fire Dragon’s effect, but it was the second effect Jaden was 

after. “Now when I summon a Lamia Monster I get to draw a 

card.”

He summoned Little Sister # 3 in defense mode, allowing him

to draw another card. He switched Little Sister # 1 to defense 

mode and set 1 card face down.

Shirohebi DEF 2500

Little Sister 1 DEF 1400

Little Sister 2 DEF 1500

Little Sister 3 DEF 2000

Bastion draws, and Jaden’s life points gain another boost 

thanks to the Little Sister # 1.

Jaden 2900



‘He’s good, he’s managed to recover almost completely.’ 

While this was impressive Bastion hasn’t lost a single life 

point in quite a few turns. Bastion had also crippled Jaden’s 

ability to use field spells, special summon, and all his 

monsters’ ATKs were 0.

“I activated Eternal Embers!” This continuous spell card 

made it so when a pyro monster Bastion controls is destroyed 

by battle or card effect, he can banish another pyro monster to

revive it.

“Wait that means...with three pyro monsters in his graveyard, 

Jaden would have to destroy his Fire Dragon three times!” 

Syrus gasped.

“You are making this fun Bastion! Come at me!”

“I intend to, go Fire Dragon!” Jaden countered with his trap 

Venom Strike, it destroyed the Fire Dragon and hit Bastion 

with 500 points of damage.

Bastion 3300



Bastion banished his Blazing Inpachi and Fire Dragon was 

back and blasted his Little Sister # 1. The turns passed, 

Bastion blasting his lamia, destroying them one after the other

until he reached Lamia Little Sister # 3 since she couldn’t be 

destroyed by battle she was Jaden’s ultimate shield.

Jaden managed to deal Bastion some more battle damage with

Lamia’s Tears.

Bastion: 2500

Then Bastion tried to increase his hand with Pot of Greed, but

Jaden’s final face down was revealed to be Snake in a Jar 

forcing him to lose a ritual monster and a spell card.

Things got worse for Jaden when Bastion got the equip spell 

Fairy Meteor Crush. With the equipped to Fire Dragon even 

though he couldn’t destroy Jaden’s last little sister, he was 

able to inflict piercing damage.

Jaden 1600

“Jaden!”



An attack on his next turn brought Jaden down to only 300 

life points.

“You are good Bastion, very good, I want you even more 

now!” Jaden stood tall and dispelled the flames. “But you 

aren’t the only one who came prepared.”

“Yes, you’ve dueled very well, we’ve gone blow for blow, but

it seems you are out of moves.”

“Perhaps, but when preparing to challenge you I noticed a 

weakness in my deck, my path, and tactics in the past were 

missing something if I needed to fight an overly defensive 

battle I wouldn’t last. However, you’ll find that Lamia are 

nothing if not versatile.” Jaden placed a hand over his 

graveyard. “In battle sometimes the battle needs to be held off

for preparations to be made. Thanks to them, I am not ready 

to end this!”

“Go ahead I’d like to see you pull your way out of this one.” 

Bastion sweats. ‘Is it possible?’



“You’ve made me a better duelist Bastion, which was I 

updated my deck. There had been some support cards I’d 

been lacking.” Jaden’s hand was full, it made Bastion on 

uneasy.

“First I summon, Lamia Basilisk in defense mode.” A shy 

lamia girl with barbs on the tail appeared on the field. She has

dark purple scales and black barbs. She has claws of a similar 

design. She wears a visor over her eyes. “Next I activate the 

Equip Spell Armor of the Naga!” This Equip Spell was a 

support card for the lamia deck, but it had its drawbacks, but 

it had perfect synergy with Lamia Basilisk.

Armor of the Naga Equip Spell: The monster equipped with 

this card cannot change its battle position even by a card 

effect. The monster equipped with this card gains 700 DEF. 

Any monster with less ATK that attacks the monster equipped

with this card equipped to it is destroyed at the end of the 

damage step.

‘This armor was forged for big sis Basilisk, she was always so

shy, but when she wore this armor, she showed no fear!’ he 



equipped it to Basilisk, armor encased her claws and even he 

barbs.

DEF: 3100

“Lamia Basilisk, reveal your eyes and activate your 

power!”Thanks to her power, all monsters Bastion controls 

are forced into attack mode.

Fire Dragon attacked, only to get smacked down by Basilik’s 

tail.

Bastion 2200

“Don’t think this is the end, I banish Solar Flare Dragon to 

bring my dragon back in defense mode.” The dragon 

reappeared, but once it met Basilisk’s eyes it changed into 

attack mode and charged. “No stop Fire Dragon!”

Boom!

Bastion 1900

He had to use the card’s effect again, re-summoning his Fire 

Dragon, only for it to be forced to attack again. Boom!

Bastion 1600



With no pyro monsters in his graveyard, the spell card was 

destroyed. “Not bad so you managed to destroy my Fire 

Dragon after all, but I have ways of turning this around!”

“Did you forget Bastion, you had another monster on the 

field.” Bastion’s eyes widened as his Statue was switched into

attack mode. It only had 1500 ATK and against Basilisk’s 

3100 DEF...it was over.

“No stop, don’t attack...” the statue charged at Basilisk, and 

she smacked him down, Bastion was blown back. He had lost 

but he was filled with a rush of excitement. He couldn’t help 

but laugh as the crowd cheered. “Amazing...simply 

amazing...Jaden...I think...no...I know I love you!”

Jaden walked over to him and helped him up. “I love you 

too.” He kissed Bastion, earning shocked gasps and cheers 

from Syrus and Chumley.

The duel off ended, Jaden Yuki was going to be the lucky first

year to represent Duel Academy in the school duel, and 

Bastion was lucky to become a part of Jaden’s growing 

harem.



To be continued...Chazz Changes

Things are changing for Chazz, who instead of making it 

home ended up stranded. He’s found by a mysterious stranger

and goes through new trials to change his views and how he 

duels.


